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This peculiar activity of the psyche, which can be
explained neither as a reflexive reaction to sense-stimuli
nor as an executive organ of eternal ideas is, like every
vital process, a perpetually creative act Each new day
reality is created by the psyche. The only expression I
can use for this activity is phantasy. Phantasy is just as
much feeling as thought; it is intuitive just as much as
sensational There are no psychic functions which in
phantasy are not inextricably inter-related with the other
psychic functions. At one time it appears primordial, at
another as the latest and most daring product of gathered
knowledge. Phantasy, therefore, appears to me as the
clearest expression of the specific psychic activity. Before
everything it is the creative activity whence issue the
solutions to all answerable questions; it is the mother of
all possibilities, in which too the inner and the outer
worlds, like all psychological antitheses, are joined in
living union, Phantasy it was and ever is which fashions
the bridge between the irreconcilable claims of object and
subject, of extraversion and introversion.
In phantasy alone are both mechanisms united.
If Abdlarclhad gonedeep enough to recognize thepsycho-
logical difference between the two standpoints, he would
logically have had to enlist phantasy for the formulation
of the reconciling expression. But in the world of science
phantasy is just as much taboo as is feeling. If, however,
we appreciate the underlying opposition as a psychological
one, it will be seen that psychology is not only obliged
to recognize the standpoint of feeling; it must also
acknowledge the intermediate standpoint of phantasy.
Here, however* comes the great difficulty; phantasy for
the most part is a product of the unconscious. It doubt-
less includes conscious elements, but none the less it is an
especial characteristic of phantasy that it is essentially
involuntary and stands inherently opposed to conscious

